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The performance and characteristics of random 
number generators underlying many security 
functions have a strong impact on security. To put 
it simply, attackers don’t crack encryption, they 
steal or guess keys. 

All too often, users have had to make a trade-off 
between quality and quantity when it comes to 
random. This paper reviews the risks associated 
with these choices, and discusses new alterna-
tives to securely address this issue.



Why are Random Numbers important for Data Security?

Data Security Breaches associated with Random

Random numbers are foundational to information security, forming an essential component of many 
security functions.  They are the building blocks of encryption, as well as authentication, signing, key 
wrapping, one-time codes, nonces, and many other cryptographic applications.  

Given the extent to which random numbers are used to secure our data, it will come as no surprise that 
the performance and characteristics of random number generators have a strong impact on security. 
To put it simply, attackers don’t crack encryption, they steal or guess keys.  Poor quality or insufficient 
quantity of random numbers have the effect of making that much easier, reducing security to well below 
its designed level and making the overall system vulnerable. 

This list is not in any way exhaustive: one of the challenges with poor quality random number genera-
tors is that issues range from unnoticeable (and unknown) to very obvious. An example was the RANDU 
random number algorithm used for decades on mainframe computers. It was seriously flawed, but its 
inadequacy went undetected for a very long time.

Serious security issues have resulted from poor random number generators.  
Some examples are given below:
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Description

Weak random numbers used for Taiwan’s secure digital ID system allowed 
attackers to impersonate citizens.¹

Improper random number generation for RSA public keys allowed 
simple factoring of keys, and hence access to the protected data.²

Weak random numbers and a weakness in the authentication 
protocol allowed any key for a cryptographic RFID to be found in a 
matter of seconds.

A backdoor in a pseudo- random number generator in RSA’s crypto 
library is believed to have enabled NSA access to those numbers, 
allowing decryption of the protected data.³



What makes for a Secure Random Number Generator?

How are Random Numbers Generated?

Some of the important parameters to look for are entropy density and throughput.  Entropy is a measure 
of the randomness of the data, while throughput is a measure of the quantity of random delivered.  For 
a given throughput, lower entropy will result in keys that are less random, making them more vulnera-
ble to hacking. Similarly, the throughput for a given entropy density determines how much high quality 
random can be delivered over a certain time interval.  This sets the frequency at which keys can be 
rotated for example. Some random number generators with seemingly high maximum throughputs and 
maximum entropy will only deliver those high entropy levels at very low throughputs, resulting in a real 
security trade-off (and risk).

There are a several ways to generate random numbers, as summarized below.  Most approaches 
struggle to deliver both high entropy density (or quality of random) and throughput at the same time.  
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Pseudo-random number 
generator PRNG

Use computational 
algorithms to produce long 
sequences of apparently 
random results, often from 
short random seed.

Measures a physical 
phenomenon that is 
expected to be random.

Uses both hw derived 
randomness and sw based 
randomness depending on 
needed read rate.

Measures true random at 
very high rates directly 
from high bandwidth 
quantum noise.

+ Capable of high throughputs.
- Attacker can derive random 
number from knowledge of the  
short seed.

+ Can deliver high 
quality random
- Rate-limited until enough 
entropy is harvested to meet the 
demand.

+ Not rate limited 
- Quality of random similar to 
pseudo RNG for high through-
puts. 

+ Full entropy at high through-
puts, allowing for low latency 
delivery of high quality random 
for all cryptographic keys.

Fraction of a %

Dependent on physical 
source

Fraction of a % at high 
throughputs

100% entropy at 1000 
Mbit/sec

Hardware, or True 
Random number 
generator (TRNG)

Hybrid Random number
generator

QuintessenceLabs 
qStream (QRNG)

Catergory Summary Characteristics Entropy Density



Measurement of quantum noise at high frequencies allows QuintessenceLabs to produce high entropy 
true random at commercial rates of 1Gbit/sec, effectively solving the randomness challenge for most 
security applications.

With 8 Gbit/s quantum entropy source delivering 1 Gbit/s conditioned full entropy output, qStream is 
the world leading commercial random number generator. 
qStream does not rely on the cryptographic strength of a deterministic generator and does not rely on 
seeding from external entropy sources. RNG output for each client is 100% independent with no shared 
deterministic instance, no leakage between users, no shared seed and no ability for any user to influ-
ence RNG seeding.  In addition, qStream offers full traceability from hardware to entropy to random 
number to key to consumer. 

Performance:

QuintessenceLabs qStream™: High Speed Quantum Random 
Number Generator
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PRNG: Low Entropy ~<1% 
Reduces Key Security  Increase Risk

Hybrid RNG:
trade-off between entropy
and throughput  Risk

TRNG:
Low Rates 
Increase Risk

QuintessenceLabs Quantum RNG 
High Throughput AND 100% 
Entropy

 Lowest Risk 



Standards and Testing:

The U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recommendations for Random Number 
Generators are described in Special Publications 800-90A (Deterministic Random Bit Generators), 800-
90B Draft (Entropy Sources Used for Random Bit Generators) and 800-90C (Random Bit Constructions). 
qStream meets all the relevant requirements presented in these documents. 
Perfect random number generators produce “unlikely” sequences of random numbers -- at exactly the 
right average rate. Testing a random number generator is therefore quite subtle. 

Test results for qStream are shown below:
 -  Dieharder is a random number generator (rng) testing suite, designed to push a weak generator to 
unambiguous failure. Results from the DieHarder test for qStream are shown below: 

One of the most frequently used test batteries is the NIST Statistical Test Suite. Results from this test 
suite for qStream are shown here: 

#=============================================================================#
#            dieharder version 3.31.1 Copyright 2003 Robert G. Brown          #
#=============================================================================#
   rng_name    |rands/second|   Seed   |
stdin_input_raw|  2.92e+07  | 234228672|
#=============================================================================#
        test_name   |ntup| tsamples |psamples|  p-value |Assessment
#=============================================================================#
   diehard_birthdays|   0|       100|     100|0.11487368|    PASSED  
      diehard_operm5|   0|   1000000|     100|0.70142429|    PASSED  
  diehard_rank_32x32|   0|     40000|     100|0.69886291|    PASSED  
    diehard_rank_6x8|   0|    100000|     100|0.97577410|    PASSED  
   diehard_bitstream|   0|   2097152|     100|0.98995862|    PASSED  
        diehard_opso|   0|   2097152|     100|0.26909571|    PASSED  
        diehard_oqso|   0|   2097152|     100|0.56545320|    PASSED  
         diehard_dna|   0|   2097152|     100|0.39308192|    PASSED  
diehard_count_1s_str|   0|    256000|     100|0.79004916|    PASSED  
diehard_count_1s_byt|   0|    256000|     100|0.94702339|    PASSED 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RESULTS FOR THE UNIFORMITY OF P-VALUES AND THE PROPORTION OF PASSING SEQUENCES

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7  C8  C9 C10  P-VALUE  PROPORTION  STATISTICAL TEST
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  0   1   3   1   0   1   0   1   2   1  0.534146     10/10      Frequency
  2   0   1   0   0   2   1   0   1   3  0.350485     10/10      BlockFrequency
  0   2   2   1   1   0   1   0   0   3  0.350485     10/10      CumulativeSums
  0   2   0   1   1   2   0   2   0   2  0.534146     10/10      CumulativeSums
  1   1   1   2   0   0   1   3   1   0  0.534146     10/10      Runs
  0   1   2   0   1   0   1   1   4   0  0.122325     10/10      LongestRun
  2   1   0   1   1   1   2   0   2   0  0.739918      9/10      Rank
  0   0   1   0   1   3   1   2   1   1  0.534146     10/10      FFT
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Other Considerations

References

While this white paper has focused on entropy and throughput as two main parameters to consider 
when selecting a random number generator, other important characteristics relate to the ability of the 
RNG to integrate and operate securely within an overall security architecture.  These include for exam-
ple the lifecycle management of random objects, KMIP interface, availability through redundancy/repli-
cation and port teaming, secure network access to random, audit trail, etc. 

For more information on how QuintessenceLabs performs on all these parameters, go to quintes-
sencelabs.com or contact sales@quintessencelabs.com.
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